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Nelson's Complete Book of Bible Maps and Charts is completely updated and packed full of visual

aids that offer a deeper understanding of the Bible. By using the large, reproducible maps, charts,

tables, and surveys, you can visualize the events, places, and people in the Old and New

Testaments. Whether you teach a Sunday school class, lead a Bible study, or just want to get to

know the Bible better, this resource is a great addition to your study library.
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Do you have only a limited amount of time for Bible study like I do? Due to this, I need a few good

reference works that can really jump-start my Bible study - ones that I can rely on every time I want

to really dig into a book of the Bible. Nelson's Complete Book of Bible Maps & Charts is just that sort

of book! It is now my FIRST STOP reference book for Bible study. Why? The balance of charts,

outlines, and articles give me excellent big pictures of the Bible that I can actually REMEMBER.This

work's greatest strengths are the summary charts for every book of the Bible. Unlike most, these

analyze each book in A NUMBER of complementary ways, not just one. You see themes that

overlap and weave together! The outlines and many, many topical charts give even more depth to

each book and help tie books and themes together. The articles also include a lot of very useful

background material. Overall, this reference is laid out in a very user-friendly fashion.I use this book

for both personal study and teaching preparation. It is literally a must-own for anyone serious about

understanding the Bible better; I cannot say enough good things about this work!



Love this book. It is poorly titled, but the content is solid. It offers a really simple introduction to each

book of the bible- Kind of a light survey of all the books. Lots of charts and such that put each book

into its historical and biblical context. I hand these out to friends who need an introduction to the

bible that is simple and visual. Each chapter covers a book of the bible and has background info, an

outline and more. Love it. The newest edition has more color and has a bit more polish.

This book really brings Bible times and accounts into perspective. I am glad I purchased this book

and will get use from it for years to come.

Nelson's Complete Book of Bible Maps and Charts is an invaluable tool for the Bible study student!

It is easy to understand and covers all 66 books of the Bible in concise language and

self-explanatory charts! You will love it! The paperback book is small enough to fit into a tote bag (or

purse if you carry one of the larger ones!) and the print on the pages is large enough to be easily

read. I have referred to this book for many years and am so excited that I now have my own

personal copy!

This book has lots of information in condensed forms about authors, historical context, but very few

actual maps. I was very disappointed, I think the title of the book is very misleading. If you want

concise information at your finger tips about each book of the bible; this might be just fine. . . looking

for maps of the areas in question. . . prepare to be disappointed.

U use it for my studies and for the additional info.

You really need a book like this if you want to better under stand the bible lands and time periods.

Great read, I use it quite often. I definitely recommend this to anyone wanting to expand their mind

as well as their library.

I am a visual ordinary person and have used this book in minature for years and recently treated

myself to this larger version book. It puts a huge amount of information in your hands when you are

studying the Bible. Buy it is my recommendation.
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